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SUMMARY
The following booklet describes a framework for
Ample parking space for this new area will be
how the Kilen area can be matured into an inspiring, provided along the railroad tracks, where a green hill
inviting and healthy area, entitled HYDROPARK doubles as a park and P house.
KILEN. The hope is that this framework will serve as
inspiration on how to develop Kilen in the coming
For the citizens of Ronneby, HYDROPARK
years.
KILEN will contain the possibility for leisure such
as exercise and swimming, as well as the possibility
The main idea of HYDROPARK KILEN is to use to grow vegetables and fruits in green houses. Along
water, nature and innovative technology to create an the river banks of this area, new residential apartment
area, that is not only attractive to live and work in, but houses will be established, as a modern version of
that will further strengthen the role of Ronneby as a the attractive houses along Nedre Brunnsvägen.
Cradle to Cradle inspired municipality, known for its These homes will be closely connected to the city of
green initiative.
Ronneby, the station, and the recreational qualities of
Ronneby River and the local nature.
The team behind HYDROPARK KILEN has been
inspired by the history of Ronneby as an inland
The framework proposes to mature and develop
harbor, as well as the interesting local history for the area over a period of 10 years, but to start already
entrepreneurship within both technology and leisure tomorrow by upcycling the existing red barn on
driven businesses.
site, invite nature in to the area, and to involve local
citizens and businesses in developing the area.
The framework proposes to let nature clean the
polluted soil on the area through a natural process
HYDROPARK KILEN is thought as an area that is
called phytoremediation, and to let the Ronneby grown intensively on local strengths and potentials,
River in to the site, to enhance biodiversity and but has a global significance through innovative ideas
to make the land more attractive. Everyone in the and solutions.
future Kilen should have water access. Furthermore
the framework proposes to create a showcase park,
consisting of technology pavilions and office spaces,
close to the station.
‘This science park’ will showcase local
technologies, and attract visiting businesses and
scientist. To showcase the dedication of Ronneby to
a greener future, the houses will be built with local
resources in a flexible manner, accommodating both
environmental issues of material health, as well as
create flexible frames for various changing functions.
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”When our designs support life, then growth is good. When our intention is to grow our
children’s health or grow ecological recovery or grow socially beneficial prosperity, then we
can go way beyond simply tinkering with a design paradigm that is antagonistic to life and
begin to redesign our world so that it is in harmony with all of life. ”
William McDonough
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VISION
The vision is to make Ronneby an inspiring,
inviting and healthy European Capital for
science, nature and living by utilizing local
qualities and potentials as part of a global
strategy.
To support this vision, it is the ambition of the
following to establish Kilen as a manmade ecosystem
of water, nature, and healthy buildings, built on local
strengths but designed to be globally significant.
Thus, the following is to be reviewed as a framewok
for a future masterplan, that can be used as guiding
principles for value based decisions made for the area
of Kilen.

Future Hydropark Kilen

HYDROPARK KILEN
The framework is entitled ´Hydropark Kilen,
emphasizing the element of water, which is used as
a guiding metaphor and beneficial element throughout the project. As for the proposed buildings in the
framework, it is the vision that Ronneby can become
a global showcase for positive and flexible design solutions, by integrating Cradle to Cradle® principles of
buildings and areas designed for disassembly. Hydropark Kilen is a symbiosis of nature and buildings, intensively local and globally significant.

Ronneby river

LOCAL AND GLOBAL
Thus, this framework seeks to utilize and develop
Kilen into an inviting and healthy area, where the local qualities and potentials are enhanced and showcased. Hydropaerk Kilen does so by involving local
businesses to showcase their innovative products and
technologies, and by inviting water and native species
of plants and animal life, as an integrated part of the
areas development.

Intensively local, globally significant
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KILEN TODAY
The challenges of the area.
Kilen is a centrally placed area, near the Ronneby
station and city center. The area is enclosed by the
railroad on the one side, and the Ronneby river on
the other. Kilen can on one hand be experienced as a
desolated and unattractive area. It is not connected to
the city or the station, it is separated from the river by
a road, and the soil is polluted at large parts of the site.

Kilen has poluted soil

Kilen has little connection to the city center
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Kilen is disconnected from traffic flows

Kilen is disconnected from the river

KILEN POTENTIALS
The potentials of the area.
On the other hand Kilen contains enormous
potentials – it is centrally located, it is the first thing
you see when you arrive at Ronneby, it is close to
the city center, the nature, the water, and it is passed
by many tourists on the way from the station to the
Brunnspark and its spa facilities.
Kilen has existing icons

Kilen is in proximity of innovative businesses

Kilen is close to the river

Kilen is the first thing you see from the train and highway
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”Water is the element that binds history, nature, ecology, economy and enjoyment together in one coherent and beneficial community ”
Rasmus Astrup. Landscape Architect, Partner, SLA
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A HISTORY OF WATER
Water is the element that binds ecology,
economy and enjoyment together
The water plays a significant role in the history of
Ronneby. Established as an inland port, the city was
founded in relation to the water. It is the element that
binds the history together with the present. From
centuries ago, the water flowing from the mountain
has slowly defined the banks of the Ronneby river,
and thus eventually, the creation of a city.
Today the water represents a huge quality as a recreational value, especially for the residential area of
Blekan. But the water also represents a huge unused
potential, that can be utilized both metaphorically to
bind the city together, and as a financial tool to enhance the property value of Kilen.
Thus, a new branch of Ronneby River will be established in HYDROPARK KILEN. This new canal will
provide the buildings with water access and thereby
enhance the property value. Furthermore the canal is
used to enhance biodiversity through wetland areas,
and the edges are adapted to prevent flooding during
heavy rainfalls.

GEOGRAPHY

Ronneby river

Geography

History

Economy

Hydropark

Ronneby river defined the landscape, by continuously gnawing away at the soil throughout the centuries.

HISTORY
Ronneby was established as an inland harbour,
and has since been renowned for its beatifull river
and spa culture.

ECONOMY
Today, some of the most attractive land in Ronneby, is along the Nedre Brunnsvägen.

HYDROPARK
By intgrating Ronnebyån with Kilen, we leverage
all the beneficial qualities of the water.
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STAKEHOLDERS

ABRI
As new businesses are attracted, the need for new

Involving local stakeholders are an essential flexible office spaces will be needed. As is the case
with Ronnebyhus, ABRI will be able to gain new
part of this framework.
The following chapter goes through the primary
stakeholders that would need to be engaged for Hydropark Kilen to be a reality.

LOCAL TECHNOLOGY BUSINESSES
Locally based businesses such as Water jet, Tarkett, Eco-science etc. could benefit from a centrally
based showroom, where there would be a possibility
to show clients, collaborators and the general public
products and innovations. Giving the technology driven businesses of Ronneby a physical spot, designed
after the C2C principles, would increase awareness
and create new symbiosis between the businesses as
well as learning environments, new customers, the
municipality etc.
The plan is not to relocate these businesses, but to
provide facilities such as show- and meeting rooms,
and to eventually attract new knowledge based businesses to the area.

CEFUR

knowledge from working with C2C inspired building
techniques and new partners and producers. As the
project evolves, the ambition is to attract scientist and
researchers from around the world, and ABRI would
be able to build facilities for those.

POLITICIANS
The branding of Ronneby as a hub for science and
green businesses will bring new companies to Ronneby. The establishment of the Hydro Park will increase
property value in Kilen, and attract new citizens to
Ronneby, for example families that want to work in
an innovative environment, but still be close to nature
and leisure.

PRIVATE DEVELOPERS
Kilen will be matured as a building plot by the
municipality. This will attract private investors, interested in a long lasting relation to municipality and
in being a part of an environment of innovation and
enjoyment.

Involving Cefur as a knowledge partner and driver NEW CITIZENS AND BUSINESSES
of the new business showroom, would enhance their
New citizens will be able to live with access to waongoing research and exposure. Engaging Cefur with
local businesses would improve Ronneby’s brand, ter, nature and leisure activities in a unique setting,
and make for a strong symbiosis of regional efforts while new businesses and scientists will be able to
work in green and healthy sorroundings.
towards the C2C inspired visions.
DHL: This framework assumes that the DHL building is eventually removed. However, this should only
be done when there have been found an alternative
Ronnebyhus could develop the first houses along location for DHL, and when the area is sufficiently
the edge of the river, as a test bed for further deve- matured for building something to replace it.
lopment. The houses will showcase new flexible construction techniques in digitally fabricated wood,
which will increase knowledge and innovation within LOCAL CLUBS AND COMMUNITIES
Ronnebyhus. It is the suggestion that the area for reLocal micro societies such as schools, nature orsidential houses will be subdivided in smaller ‘clusters’, so that the individual plots may developed over ganizations and sports clubs will be engaged in soa time period, leaving time for a leaning processes as cial activities such as planting trees, urban gardening,
well as the possibility for Ronnebyhus to engage in food arrangements, lectures, and in the longer run
collaborations with private actors such as local buil- spa and sports activities in collaboration with STAC
ding material fabricators along the way. This process and wellness studio.
will increase knowledge within the organization.

RONNEBYHUS
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ASPIRATIONS
As a response to the overall framework
for C2C inspired efforts of Ronneby, the
intentions for the KiIen area can be expressed
in a series of aspirations.

1: HYROPARK KILEN IS AN INSPIRING, INVITING
AND HEALTHY CLUSTER FOR SCIENCE, NATURE
AND LIVING WHICH GIVES BACK MORE THAN IT
TAKES.
Hydropark Kilen involves several different
functionalities and utilizes the already established
status of Ronneby as a cluster for technology,
innovative ideas, and a symbiosis between nature and
people.

2: HYDROPARK KILEN CREATES CONTINUOUS
POSITIVE FEEDBACK TO RONNEBY, BY
UTILIZING LOCAL QUALITIES AND POTENTIALS
AS PART OF A GLOBAL STRATEGY.
It starts in Ronneby – with local citizen groups,
politicians, developers, producers and builders, but
the ambition is always to do something that has
global significance. This is made possible by the
willingness of the municipality to embrace paradigm
changing ideas, and by the already vibrant scene of
locally based and technology driven businesses, with
a global perspective for their products.

3: HYDROPARK KILEN UTILIZES THE RIVER AND
THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT TO STIMULATE
ECONOMIC GROWTH, ECOLOGICAL VITALITY
AND HEALTHFUL ENJOYABLE SPACES FOR
ALL.
Ronneby river and water as a general beneficial
element drives the process of turning the area into
Hydropark Kilen, where both people and the rest of
the biosphere of Ronneby can thrive.
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”We approach design in the built environment by thinking carefully about immediate
and distant benefits, at all scales, from the molecule to the region.”
David Johnson. Architect, Partner William McDonough + Partners
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GENERAL COMPONENTS
A

J

Flexible and selfsustaining houses for a healthy living Biodigester plant
with water access

B

K

The parking ’mountain’ creates a green and enjoyable
Technology cluster, showcasing green technology such landmark
as Tarkett, Waterjet Lab and ECOScience

C

L

Cefur showroom and green cafe

Area for greenhouses and urban farming uilizing ’waste’ space from railroad

D

M

Sports pavillion with education about human health

Flexible sports and greenery area

E

N

Arrival Platform for motor sailors

Hanging pedestrian bridge connects parking facilities
with Kilen

F

O

Flexible and selfsustaining homes and office spaces for
a healthy living with water access
Office spaces for temporary rent and laboratories

G

P

Makers pavillion - new flexible building technologies Bridge connection to the station
test bed and showroom

H
Publicly accessible Spas

I
Spa pavillon with leisure technologies
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K

Section of K area, showing the pedestrian bridge and parking mountain

O

Section of O area, showing office spaces, labs and guest apartments for scientists
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D

Section of the D area showing the station and the flexible sports area

G

Section of the G area showing a residential area
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HYDROPARK ELEMENTS
The framework can be perceived as a cook
book, where different elements are added in
order to create Hydropark Kilen.

Play

Retrofit the Red Barn into a showroom

Remove DHL building and relocate the company

Office

Sustainable
lifestyle

infrastructure

Add new houses for living, designed for dissassembly

Add new houses for work, designed for dissassembly

Add new infrastructural layers to enhance public access, squares, paths and bridges
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Sports

Add knowledge and leisure pavillons
for sports, spa and science

Relax

Add flexible city furniture for sports

Add benches for leisure

Electric car
Producing Food

Integrate flexible allotment gardens

Integrate parking with nature and create landmark

Producing Food

PV cells

Add urban farming and greenhouses

Energy

Utilize biddigesters and PV systems for energy
production
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MATURATION
The guiding principle for developing the site,
is gradual maturation using native species,
water, phytoremediation and flexible buildings.
Microclimate is improved by active use of

Urban farming as social activity
and incubator forUrban
local farming as social activity
engagement and area identity

and incubator for local
engagement and area identity

vegetation as a result the wind are directed

over pedestrians
Hydropark Kilen is gradually
matured, using naMicroclimate
improved
by active
tive species and water
to enrichis the
site. Plants
areuse of
vegetation
as
a
result
the
wind
are
directed
utilized to clean the soil via phytoremediation, while
over
pedestrians
biological corridors and microhabitats are established
for fish and birdlife. Social activities evolving around
nature, such as urban farming and planting of trees, is
also encouraged in Hydropark
Kilen
Diversity in architecture supports

FLEXIBILITY

Diversity in vegetation
supports wildlife, biodiversity
and recreational quality

the feeling of vibrant neighborhood
with diverse activity and lifestyle

As with nature, buildings will be able to evolve and
adapt to changing circumstances over time. Using a
Diversity in architecture supports
system of digitally fabricated
made
from susthe feeling houses
of vibrant
neighborhood
tainable wood, designed
for
flexibility
and
disassemwith diverse activity and lifestyle
bly, the build environment of Hydropark Kilen, will
be in symbiosis with the gradual maturation of the
biodiversity on site.
The proposed building system is based on CNC
milled wood boxes, which are both designed and
produced digitally to eliminate waste and enhance
construction time. The prefabricated boxes works
as Lego bricks, assembled with mechanical joints
making them easy to assemble and disassemble by
local craftsman. The houses will be founded on pillars as opposed to cast concrete foundation, ensuring flexibility and eliminating energy heavy concrete
work. Adapting these building principles to Ronneby,
would spur innovation among local entrepreneurs
and builders, and put Ronneby in the forefront of
flexible building design.

Diversity in vegetation
supports wildlife, biodiversity
and recreational quality
Phytoremidiation is a process
that cleans poluted soil using
trees and vegetation

Phytoremidiation is a process
that cleans poluted soil using
trees and vegetation

Microclimate is improved by active use of
vegetation as a result the wind are directed
over pedestrians
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FLEXIBLE BUILDING DESIGN

1100

1200

1400

1400 -

Ronneby church has been devloped and altered throughout time to fit the needs of users in
different ages. Flexibility equals value over time

1-2

4-6

6-8

8-10

We are inspired by this gradual transition, and use that principle to guide the development
of the flexible and healthy buildings at Kilen

Prefabricated wood compo- Digital and flexible construc- The construction system enables
nents designed to be easily tion principle makes individual continous development over time
build, reconfigured and diss- and unique solutions possible
assemblied
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PHYTOREMEDIATION

STEP 1: Determine pollution scope.

To ensure that the Kilen becomes a healthy
and productive area, it is crucial to remove
the pollution that is present in some hotspots
on the site today.

STEP 2:

Initiate Bioremediation, aeration and
preparation for planting.

STEP 3: Conduct a total index of existing levels of
clean soil within the polluted areas to avoid problems
with the pollution spreading.

We propose to do this through a combination of
phytoremediation and bioremediation processes. By
STEP 4: Plant dense willow and poplar trees
doing so it is possible to achieve revitalization of the
to mark the phytoremediation areas and create
site, and create identity for a limited investment.
recreational value. Combined with other fast-growing
and resistant plants, all with deeply going roots, the
Phytoremediation is a process where suitable
mediation will begin.
plants such as mustard plants, alpine pennycress,
hemp, and pigweed absorb contaminants through the
root system and store them in the root biomass, stems STEP 5: Ongoing monitoring of water and
soil quality as well as publishing and media events
and/or leaves.
about the process, possibly in collaboration with
Bioremediation, uses microorganisms to clean the universities.
soil, and is particularly effective as these organisms
It is proposed to conduct the phytoremediation
feed on PAHs and cause them to quickly degrade.
This can be done by the mixing of animal manure process involving as many local stakeholders as possible, such as kindergartens planting the trees and lointo the contaminated soil.
cal gardeners and politicians telling the story about
As phytoremediation is a time consuming concept, regeneration. That way the social value of phytoreand as no one fully knows the scale of the soil pollu- mediation and the property value at Kilen can be ention as of now, it is important to choose a strategy that hanced.
can accommodate potential ‘surprises’ in the layers of
soil.
Thus, the phytoremediation process is initiated as
soon as possible, while the Kilen area is ‘matured’ socially and financially. After 2-4 years the canals are
constructed. By then there will have been time to test
the soil quality continuously, and from that basis it
can be decided how much soil can be removed, and
how much it is safe to use in relation to the water environment. Contaminants placed in soil too deep for
plant roots, can be moved to the parking mountain,
where the natural cleaning process can continue.
In relation to the proposed river on site, another
upside of phytoremediation is that the roots will prevent the pollutants from washing out. We therefore
propose to establish phytoremediation and bioremediation along the river banks where it is suitable. The
process could be done through five steps:

34

Phytoremidiation is a process
that cleans poluted soil using
trees and vegetation

Pollution

The two hotspots where pollution is present will be
mapped out and cleaned by the plants

The new canal will be
phytoremediation process

created

around

the

Examples of plants suitable for phytoremediation
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FOCUS AREAS
The focus areas primarily relate to the
buildings of the area, which will use the
highest level of Cradle to Cradle® inspired
elements.

HEALTHY MATERIALS
Materials have value and therefore buildings will
act as material banks for future generations. Design
for disassembly and the smart management of
biological and technical nutrients during the design
processes will ensures that materials maintain their
value beyond the lifetime of their host buildings.

CLEAN ENERGY
Buildings will provide clean energy (renewably
sourced) to their surroundings while simultaneously
taking advantage of smart management systems
(smart grids) to ensure optimised consumption.
In addition buildings will be designed for climatic
factors and to support passive energy management
and reduce operational energy loads.

INCREASED BIODIVERSITY
Direct integration of on-site biodiversity will allow
for natural systems to integrate directly with the build
environment. By protecting and restoring biomass
and supporting biodiversity new environments will
allow for a future which guarantees access to clean air,
water and food.

HEALTHY AIR
Buildings will aid in improving outdoor air quality
through air purification techniques while maintaining
healthy indoor environments as a result of effective
material selection.

CLEAN WATER
Resource effective systems and products for water
consumption management will be integrated within
buildings while the buildings themselves will work
symbiotically with their surroundings to manage
rainwater and treat wastewater.
36

Ex. Increasing material knowledge
through the use of material
passports

Ex. Optimising energy consumption through the use of smart grids
and effective management

A OPTIAML
B OPTIMIZING
A OPTIAML
C TOLERANCE
B OPTIMIZING
X CNOT
ACCEPTABLE
TOLERANCE
NOT CHARACTERIZED
X NOT ACCEPTABLE
CHEMICALS
NOT CHARACTERIZED
CHEMICALS

Ex.
Increasing
biodiversity
and improving storm water
management through the use of
active recreational elements such as
wetlands

Ex. Improving indoor air quality
through optimal material selection
with the ABC-X classification
system (healthy materials choises
improves indoor air quality)

Ex. Optimizing water management through
various rainwater reuse scenarios
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”Our vision is to create an innovative community that contribute positively to the
world we live in - both architecturally and environmentally”
Kasper Guldager Jørgensen, architect MAA, partner 3XN, director GXN
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ROADMAP
How do we move towards Hydropark Kilen?

100 % GOOD
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The continuous improvement chart
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1-2 YEARS
A showroom for local technology driven businesses is established in the Red Barn. Temporary pavilions and permanent urban parks are created with local and indigenous plant species selected to clean the
soil, create identity, provide habitat and engage the
local community.

Benefits:
Economy:
- Attract investors by showcasing technology industries existing and growing in Ronneby
- Increase property value by redefining the identity
of Kilen as a thriving restorative urban park

Equity:
- Knowledge sharing and technology exchange to
drive innovation
- Creation of a joyful experience for the community and visitors by adding trees, places to sit, and
experiences to enjoy

Ecology:
- Cleaning soil with phytoremediation

1-2 Years
1800 M2
Temporary makers pavillion:
650 M2
Retrofit red barn:
1150 M2

Single Storey
Double Stories
Three Stories
Four Stories

- Use of photovoltaic to generate clean energy for
the Red Barn
- Upcycle existing materials and structure of Red
Barn
- Use principles of design for dissassembly for makers pavillion
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3-4 YEARS
A canal through the site is established. The phytoremediation is either continued on the new river
banks or moved to the site of the coming parking
mountain. Restored native ecological systems create
recreational value, ecological value and elevate property values. A bridge is established from the station
to the area.
A series of showcasing events are conducted in the
Red Barn, bringing global awareness of Ronneby as a
hub for creativity, innovation, green technology and
sustainable development. Flexible and temporary pavilions facilitate sports and urban gardening events,
raising awareness of the area.

Benefits:
Economy:
- Increased access to water will raise property values for Ronneby and give identity to Kilen

3-4 Years
3600 M2
Red barn (showroom):
1150 M2
Pavilions:
600 M2
Residential:
1850 M2

- Events held in Red Barn will raise awareness with
investors
- Better handling of rainwater and overflow situations will avoid costs due to flooding

Equity:
- Knowledge sharing and technology exchange to
drive innovation
- Maturing park landscape and enhanced waterways provide recreation and enjoyment for the community and vistors while using natural systems to
provide cleaner air, soil and water

Ecology:
- Creation of new habitat for wildlife
- Creation of biological corridors for native flora
and fauna
- Soil recovered from th ecreation of new waterways are utilized for land forms in the new landmark
urban park
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Single Storey
Double Stories
Three Stories
Four Stories

5-6 YEARS
Homes and offices are established utilizing Cradle
to Cradle inspired principles and innovative financial
tools involving local stakeholders. A bio digestion
plant is established, utilizing organic material from
the site (from ex. phytoremediation process) for energy production. International awareness of the innovative community is established through communicating the progress on phytoremediation and new
building technologies to the world. The temporary
pavilions can either stay as more permanent structures, or the materials can enter new metabolisms as
building materials or other purposes. Hydropark Kilen gains reputation as a globally significant model of
regenerative development, supportive of a productive
working environment and a healthful lifestyle.

Benefits:
Economy:
- Elevated property values allow for economically
beneficial public and private partnerships
- Income from property sales and or leasing utilized for innovative building and sustainable development solutions
- Boost local economy by attracting outside tenants
and investors for ABRI

5-6 Years
6920 M2
Red barn (showroom):
1150 M2
Residential:
1970 M2
Office :
3800 M2

Single Storey
Double Stories
Three Stories
Four Stories

Equity:
- Enhanced public facilities and public spaces for
the community and visitors
- Public sports park increases health and enjoyment of people of all ages

Ecology:
- New construction utilizes materials that are fully
assessed with regard to human and ecological health
and that maintain integrity of biological and technical metabolisms by following C2C principles.
- Biodigestion of recovered organic nutrients allows for methane capture, clean energy production
and topsoil restoration.
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7-8 YEARS
A C2C inspired science park, showcasing both
local and global technologies for sustainable development, product development, manufacturing, energy production and water purification is established.
Hydropark Kilen is connecting local businesses with
universities and investors worldwide, leveraging the
technological and environmental innovations found
in the maturation process. Further homes and offices
are developed and flexible pavilions for leisure and
swimming are established.

Benefits:
Economy:

7-8 Years
17250 M2

- Income from property sales and or leasing utilized for innovative building and sustainable development solutions - Local businesses will develop
innovative building technologies techniques with exploitation potential

Red barn (showroom):
1150 M2
Residential:
6420 M2
Office :
5580 M2
Leisure:
1100 m2
Parking:
3000 m2

- Experince with C2C inspired building knowledge
at ABRI and RonnebyHus will give competitive edge

Equity:
- Open landscaped urban parks and new waterways provide joy, facilitate knowledge sharing and
create productive working environment for the community and visitors
- New city squares and pocket parks create a variety of open civic spaces

Ecology:
- New construction utilizes materials that are fully
assessed with regard to human and ecological health
and that maintain integrity of biological and technical metabolisms by following C2C principles. - Biological water purification methods are used to recover
used water and create clean water on site. Abundant
clean water is used to enhance a healthy spa experience on the site.
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Single Storey
Double Stories
Three Stories
Four Stories

9-10 YEARS
Kilen becomes so renowned for abundant clean
water that an fabulous outdoor public spa is established on site, connecting Kilen to the cultural history
of Ronneby. An update to the strategic roadmap is
developed, that outlines the steps to maintain the status of Ronneby as the preeminent global model of;
sustainable community development, technological
innovation, scientific exploration, creative building
technologies and a healthy lifestyle.

Benefits:
Economy:
- Increased tourism of Ronneby continuously
boosts local economy
- Outside investment is attrected
- Valuable technological innovations are exported

Equity:
- People of all ages are able to enjoy the Kilen spa
facilities on site
- Public parks and open-air sports activities are
avalable for the community and visitors

Ecology:

9-10 Years
17950 M2
Red barn (showroom):
1150 M2
Residential:
6420 M2
Office :
5580 M2
Leisure:
1800 m2
Parking:
3000 m2
Single Storey
Double Stories
Three Stories
Four Stories

- Water is being upcycled on-site
- Vital, productive and healthy habitat is so successful that it promotes greater biodiversity of the
surrounding region.
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Local technology showroom
established in Red Barn

Restored native ecological
systems are initiated

Urban parks are created

Red Barn showcases Ronneby
as global hub of sustainable
development

Steps

ABRI - retrofit Red Barn
Tarkett, Eco science and others
to showcase products

Stakeholders

Cefur - municipal knowledge
and information partner.

Investors are attracted by
showcasing existing industries

Ronnebyhus / developers enhance
river presence.
Local citizens as well as schools are
involved in planting
Politicians -image change of the
area.
Hydropark, investors are engaged
developing attractive land.

Investor awareness is raised.

Innovative building and
sustainable development
solutions are utilized

Programs are initiated to
create new local innovation

Additional programs created to
foster innovation

New joyful experience for the
community and visitors are
created

New experiences created to
enhance joyful experience

Kilen becomes known as a
model of engagement with
the community

Phytoremediation project is
started on the site
Red Barn is powered with
100% renewable energy.
Red Barn is occupied, upcycleing the existing materials

All undeveloped open space is
built to create wildlife habitat
for native species
Phytoremediation project is
accessed and completed
selected areas and soil is
recovered for new landmark
urban park

2014 -15
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A new pedestrian bridge is
established, connecting the station
to Kilen.
ABRI, Ronnebyhus, developer’s local
craftsmen and building producers
are construction innovators.
Inhabitants are attracted to
Ronneby.

Public and private partnerships
are supported and attract
outside investors

Economy

Ecology

Ronneby established as
globally significant innovative
community

Water access is increased to
drive property values and
identity

Kilen is redefined as a thriving
restorative urban park

Equity

Kilen is developed utilizing
Cradle to Cradle inspired
principles

2015 - 16

New open public activity
spaces are created and used by
a diverse spectrum of people

85% of materials used are fully
assed materials for human and
ecological health following
C2C principles
On-site composting is in place
to recover organic nutrients

2016 - 17

Restored native ecological
systems are initiated
Red Barn showcases Ronneby
as global hub of sustainable
development

Ronnebyhus / developers enhance
river presence.
Local citizens as well as schools are
involved in planting
Politicians -image change of the
area.
Hydropark, investors are engaged
developing attractive land.

Kilen is developed utilizing
Cradle to Cradle inspired
principles
Ronneby established as
globally significant innovative
community

Kilen showcases local and
global technologies
Connects local businesses with
universities and investors
worldwide

A new pedestrian bridge is
established, connecting the station
to Kilen.
ABRI, Ronnebyhus, developer’s local
craftsmen and building producers
are construction innovators.
Inhabitants are attracted to
Ronneby.

Tarkett, Eco science connect
with universities.

Water access is increased to
drive property values and
identity

Public and private partnerships
are supported and attract
outside investors

Public and private partnerships
are supported and attract
outside investors

Investor awareness is raised.

Innovative building and
sustainable development
solutions are utilized

Competitive edge is enhanced

Kilen showcases local and
global technologies
Additional programs created to
foster innovation

Kilen becomes known as a
model of engagement with

Connects local the
businesses
with
community
universities andNewinvestors
open public activity
spaces are created and used by
worldwide
a diverse spectrum of people

New experiences created to
enhance joyful experience

All undeveloped open space is
built to create wildlife habitat
for native species
Phytoremediation project is
accessed and completed
selected areas and soil is
recovered for new landmark
urban park

85% of materials used are fully
assed materials for human and
ecological health following
C2C principles
On-site composting is in place
to recover organic nutrients

Tarkett, Eco science connect
with universities.

2015 - 16

2016 - 17

Local sports clubs and STAC are
involved through flexible
sports facilities along the
railroad tracks.

Public and private partnerships
are supported and attract
outside investors

Local sports clubs and STAC are
involved through flexible
sports facilities along the
railroad tracks.

Kilen is a locally anchored
and globally significant
model for C2C® inspired
community development

New businesses and inhabitants are continuously
attracted.

Local economy is increasing
annually
Outside investment is attracted
Valuable technological innovations are exported

Kilen is a locally anchored
and globally significant
People of all ages are able to
Programs created that focus on
model
enjoy the inspired
Kilen new spa
knowledge sharing
of Kilen for C2C®
facilities on site
successes
New healthy community
and productive
development
Public parks and open-air
working environments are
created
A variety of open civic spaces
are created.

sports activities are available
for the community and visitors

All materials are fully assed for
human and ecological health
following C2C principles

on-site Habitat is so successful
that it promotes greater
biodiversity of the surrounding. The area of benefit is now
double the size of Kilen.

All water resources are recovered and cleansed for reuse.

Municipal politicians are
engaged in the continuous
branding of Ronneby and
2018 - 19
2017 - 18
Kilen.

VISION
Continuous
improvement

New businesses and inhabitants are continuously
attracted.

The vision is to ma
inviting and health
science, nature an
qualities and pote
strategy.

Local economy is increasing
annually
Outside investment is attracted
Valuable technological innovations are exported

Programs created that focus on
knowledge sharing of Kilen
successes
New healthy and productive
working environments are
created
A variety of open civic spaces
are created.

People of all ages are able to
enjoy the Kilen new spa
facilities on site

All materials are fully assed for
human and ecological health
following C2C principles

on-site Habitat is so successful
that it promotes greater
biodiversity of the surrounding. The area of benefit is now
double the size of Kilen.

2017 - 18

The vision is to make Ronneby an inspiring,
inviting and healthy European Capital for
science, nature and living by utilizing local
qualities and potentials as part of a global
strategy.

Municipal politicians are
engaged in the continuous
branding of Ronneby and
Kilen.

Competitive edge is enhanced

All water resources are recovered and cleansed for reuse.

VISION

Public parks and open-air
sports activities are available
for the community and visitors

2018 - 19

Continuous
improvement
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”Growth is good; ask a tree. A kid grows; that’s good. So the argument in commerce about
growth and no growth is a stupid argument. Of course you have to grow; nature wants you
to grow and businesses want to grow, but if businesses have to grow and environmentalists
come along and say your growth is ruining the earth, that’s because the growth is not
following nature’s laws. But what if growth were good? What if that factory purifies water
and makes oxygen? That’s interesting. And different from ”I want less bad versions of what
we already have.”

William McDonough
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